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However, the ambiguity of his references to contemporary leaders speaks to his uncertainty about how later
generations would view him, as well. He was educated in Latin and then studied at the University of Florence.
Jacob Sunshine 3. Lao-Tzu views one of the best qualities of a leader is being loved by his people. Can a
criminal today become president? At that time, Italy was struggling politically. Socrates and Machiavelli, both
philosophers in what it means to be a proper leader and the role of the people within a society, share
contrasting views. What would Machiavelli think of Cincinnatus, the Roman who gave up his power in times
of peace instead of preparing for the next war? Marley Lindsey  It is about the political ideology of
Machiavelli 's political realism, which means the effective truth is taken to be more important than any
abstract ideal. Kai Sam Ng 9. Statecraft Though Machiavelli and Socrates lived in distinct states, on the heels
of the Peloponnesian War in Athens to the height of the Renaissance in Florence, respectively, a few common
threads bind them together. Esther Schoenfeld 9. Would Machiavelli approve of U. In his younger years,
Niccolo became a diplomat after the downfall of the Medici family in  Describe human nature and behavior as
presented by Machiavelli. He expresses the opinion that virtue is not a black-and-white concept, and holds that
actions should be judged as "right" or "wrong" based on their utility. The Prince most apparent departure from
the humanist narrative is the separation of politics and ethics. Should aesthetics be considered on the same
level as virtue? Religion, Machiavelli seems to believe, has very little place in the political realm. Allegra
Wiprud  Is there room for true compassion in politics or can nothing be free from calculation? Casey Griffin 6.
Claire Littlefield 5. He claimed that rulers have to suppress their personal virtues while sometimes committing
improper acts in order to maintain powers and protect their principalities. Assess his view of power and
explain how this view may be relevant today. Possible Answer: Machiavelli seems aware in this work of his
audience - indeed, The Prince is positioned as a gift to Lorenzo de Medici - and thus must have been conscious
of the need to temper his animosity towards the Church. Esther Schoenfeld 3. What further complicated
matters was that this is where the pope lived. Casey Griffin  Machiavelli has previously stated that a prince
must be willing and able to eliminate former allies, and here states that allies are ultimately harmful in war.
Jacob Sunshine 9. Does the aversion to effeminacy explain why there are very few female heads of state?
They were so hated that he was exiled from his own country for writing them. Through his political career as a
diplomat and secretary under the regime of Piero Soderini, Machiavelli realizes how important the role of the
populace is in order for the Florentine government to get close to what he thinks of as the ideal model of
republican governance. Despite being composed in the 16th century, the ideas presented are applicable even to
mythical kings from texts over a thousand years ago. Can we even find answers, or is this a futile line of
inquiry? How do you explain this apparent paradox? He was leader of the Catholic Church, controlled his own
territory, and had more influence than any prince of any of the other city-states in Italy. Prime Minister and
Acting President, that hold power similar to the Prince. If so, does it mean that out use of these contractors is
ultimately detrimental to our goals in these wars? How can we classify lying and manipulative leaders as
immoral when their duplicity is the very reason a society can maintain stability? This fuelled his interest in
political theory and so the Medici. Are government entitlements an example of destructive generosity?


